
The Bear's Super-fantastic

Mermaid Game

 
By: Little Bear and Adaen of Bridgewater
The Bear and  Dad work together to write their very own  Mermaid 
Game.....with Dice and neato pictures.
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Mermaid are pretty cool. Not to mention pretty. So we want to make a game in which we 
pretend to be and play with mermaids and other fun stuff in the Sea. We really like 'The Little 
Mermaid” and “Finding Nemo”....Go Disney! Our game will seek to preserve all the fun that 
they had and tell really great stories about about the ocean and things that live in it....even 
friendly sharks.
The Rules:

1) Everybody should have fun.
2) All the players must play fair.
3) All the players should work together.
4) All the players should work together to agree as to what happens in the story.
5) If there is some uncertainty as to what happens, everyone agrees on a number that 

indicates how difficult  (D) a proposed action is and then we roll dice. If the number on 
the dice is higher than the difficulty, the action succeeds. If it is lower than the number 
on the dice, the action fails. The difficulty number (D) should reflect all circumstances, 
skills, moral dilemmas, fair play, etc. that are in effect.

6) Nothing really, really bad should ever happen in the Mermaid Game. People can be 
mermaids, crabs, fish, or friends.

7) Everybody should have fun.

Best Practices:
1) Everyone ought to take a nap before playing,,,everyone has more fun that way.
2) A grown-up should help with the dice....especially figuring our difficulties.
3) The grown-up should find lots of fun mermaid pictures for the kids who are playing
4) Everyone should have a good, nutritious snack...because it is fun and it helps you be strong to 

grow.
5) No one should eat the dice
6) No more rules....they just mess stuff up.
7) If everyone gets bored of Mermaids, they can use the same rules for an Aladdin Game....
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